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When it’s hot out, ZG is cool
When it’s sizzling out, Zagreb is cool. ZgKul brings together the best cultural programs, trans-

forming the Upper and Lower Town locations and Bundek lake into unique outdoor stages 
where free concerts, musicals and operas take place. Pick your seat at King Tomislav Square 

to enjoy shows beneath the starry sky – be there or be square! Find the program at @zagreb.hr. 
For the afterparty, head to @dvorista.in on page 3. #ZgKul

FIRST 
MINUTE
Go for the poetic  
first encounter
Your fondness for Zagreb 
will depend on first im-
pressions. So choose the 
path to the Upper Town 
that’s filled with poetry. It 
starts at Dežman passage 
and takes you along the 
magical Tuškanac forest. 
En route, say hello to the 
statue of Miroslav Krleža. 
Keep climbing the leafy 
Vraz promenade. You will 
have just seen Zagreb 
through the eyes of its 
writers. 

WORD
Voda
(vo-dah)

水,물, 水

THE LIGHTING DESIGN 
of the Green Bridge was 
named one of the most 
creative projects in the 
world in New York. When 
trains pass, it lights up 
and Dean Skira’s work 
dazzles each time.  
#hendrixbridge 

JARUN LAKE has a new 
bike and roller-skating 
path, cars go one way, 
while pedestrians and run-
ners keep to the sidewalk. 
Cyclists and skaters can 
go as fast as they want 
now – no more speed 
bumps! @zagreb.hr

NEW TRAM TICKETS, 
an hour’s ride for the 
cost of 7 kuna, are 
coming in July. You can 
still get the 30-minute 
ticket for 4 kuna or the 
standard hour and a half 
ticket for 10. Info at  
@zet.hr

TALKABOUT

A HIDDEN 
MASTERPIECE IN 
THE HEART OF 
ZAGREB

JU
LY 2018

INSTAGRAM*

There’s one masterpiece that  
wasn’t supposed to be in Zagreb  
and when it came, locals didn’t  
even want to see it. Today, it blends 
 into the city so well that many  
don’t even notice it. The Spring of  
Life by celebrated Croatian sculptor  
Ivan Meštrović has been in front of the 
Croatian National Theater for over a century. 
Made of ten intertwisted human bodies, it 
symbolizes the circle of life. In the early 
20th century it was considered too 
revealing so it was placed below street 
level and bound with a stone railing. 
Meštrović’s Spring of Life lives on in the 
heart of Zagreb and its citizens. 
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THE SPRING OF LIFE’S HISTORY
1905 created during Meštrović’s studies 

1906 exhibited in Vienna 
1912 set up in Zagreb*

1971 restored for the first time
2000 the fountain renovated

water, Wasser, eau, 
acqua, agua, água

*Meštrović wanted the Spring to be in Split, but Zagreb’s Minister of Culture, Isidor 
Kršnjavi, bought it and had it placed in front of the Croatian National Theater
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WHAT
WHERE
WHEN
CROATIAN CLASSICS 
UNDER THE STARS
Zagreb Classic festival 
turns the entire Tomislav 
square into a big open-air 
concert hall. Catch the Cro-
atian gems: The Glembays 
ballet (July 2) and Jalta, 
Jalta (July 4) and Gu-
bec-Beg (July 5) musicals. 
Entry is free but consider 
bringing a blanket or a 
folding chair to sit on. 

A NIGHT AT THE MARKET
Catch the first edition 
of this exciting initiative 
to liven up the 88-year-
old Trešnjevka farmers’ 
market. When the daily 
buzz dies down, Plac Mljac 
festival (July 4–8) takes 
over. Expect yummy street 
food and live music in the 
reshuffled space designed 
for mingling.  
@placmljac.com

MAKE FANTASY REAL
Lovers of fantasy and SF 
movies can hardly wait for 
Fantastic Zagreb to kick 
off their program under 
starry skies. Screenings 
(until July 8) take place in 
the coolest open-air cin-
ema and are divided into 
four sections: Orient Ex-
press, Panorama, Midnight 
Madness and Happy Birth-
day. Fun is guaranteed.  
@fantastic-zagreb.com

BEST FOOTBALL 
BROADCAST
The game itself is exciting 
but Foodballerka festival 
(till July 15) makes watch-
ing it even more thrilling. 
Hit Strossmayer square 
and join others in the 
cheering. Grab a foot-
ball-themed bite - go for 
the grill - and pair it with 
craft beer. There’s a fun 
corner for the little ones, 
too. @foodballerka.hr

EVENING  
TREATS AT GRIČ
The 37th edition of Eve-
nings at Grič (on till July 
17) is filled with music 
treats. Don’t miss the Nino 
Rota Ensemble perform-
ing the best of film music 
(July 5) or the Croatian 
all-women trio performing 
Beethoven and Brahms 
(July 17). @gkd.hr

ANJA MUTIĆ
writes for BBC Travel, the Washington 

Post and the New York Times.  
Follow her at @everthenomad

Cities are all about the alignment 
of stars. Clicking with a city - or 

not - depends on the precarious posi-
tion of planets and the way the stars 
sit up on the sky. Or so my soulful self 
believes. 

You may arrive to Zagreb by 
train. You step out of the railway 

station and the vista explodes - of 
the verdant string of parks that lead 
toward the city’s main square, the ca-
thedral spires crowning the skyline, 
and Mount Medvednica looming as 
the backdrop to the north. You take it 
all in, and you start to walk. En route 
to your hotel, you have fun impromp-
tu exchanges with random strangers. 
The same night, you meet a bunch of 
people at a bar and arrange to hang 
out again the following day. You 
make a new friend who shows you 
around town. And so it continues. 
The stars align for you and Zagreb. 
They bring you two together.

Of course, life isn’t always smooth, 
cities don’t always feel right, 

planets go wacky and your own 
alignment gets thrown out of orbit. 
When that happens, just wait it out. 
Allow the city to embrace you the 
only way it can, in that very moment. 
Allow the city to surprise you with 
an invite to a secret garden and a 
home-cooked Indian dinner spiced 
old-school style, paired with a scoop 
of Medenko ice cream, a deliciously 
flavorful treat made just outside the 
city, in the small town of Samobor. 
Allow the city to give you a break and 
give the city a break, that respectful 
distance we all need from time to 
time. Then come back and love it 
even more.

Tip: Cool down with a visit to the 
outer space and check out the plan-
etarium at the Technical Museum 
Nikola Tesla.

The way the 
stars align

THE NUMBER TEN OF ALL TIME
Originally from Zadar and globally known 
because of Madrid, Luka Modrić came to 
Zagreb as a 15-year-old, then went on to 

conquer the world. The number 10 of Croatia’s 
national football team, Modrić launched his 
career playing for Dinamo at age 19. He won 
everything he could and as the best player of 
his league left to play for Tottenham, then on 
to Real Madrid. The rest goes down in football 

history. He never forgot Zagreb, though. 
Croatia’s captain bought a house from another 

captain and Dinamo’s number 10 – Zvonimir 
Boban. But that’s a different story and another  

ZG Superhero…

MONOVIEW

Experiencing 
Zagreb through 
games and riddles

Iva Silla, tour guide-interpreter and founder of 
Secret Zagreb

There’s only one drawback to Zagreb’s 
restaurant scene getting better - book-

ing a table has become a norm rather than 
an exception. The menus get pushed to 
yummier limits, but so does the technology 
that helps book your seat. With Croatia’s 
first free mobile app Eatsy Bitsy, you can 
book a table, order a meal and pay in just a 
few clicks. For now, the app covers Zagreb 
and Dubrovnik. Enjoy your meal!  
@eatsy-bitsy.com

Hungry? Just follow 
your phone

ZAGREB 2.0

Secret Zagreb is popular among locals 
and foreigners alike. Besides walking 
tours, this summer you focus on quests. 
What’s the difference? 
Quests are a fun way to explore the city by 
solving insightful puzzles. Set up as compe-
titions, they make for great team activities.
How many quests do you currently offer 
and which are the most popular?
We offer five different quests and the most 
popular are Witch Hunt and Zagrebarium 
Quest. The first is a treasure hunt based on 
historical witch hunts, while the second is 
an investigation game inspired by myste-
rious local stories from the end of the 19th 
century. 
This year, you started training tour 
guide-interpreters. Which part of Za-
greb’s cultural heritage do you most like 
sharing with foreigners?
My favorite part of Zagreb’s history is 
between the 19th and 20th century, as that 
is the period the city went through a huge 
transformation and formed its own per-
sonality. I think the city’s urban planning 

(the Green Horseshoe, 
Novi Zagreb) is one of 
the best parts of its cul-
tural heritage.
In the summer, tourists 
love cooling off at Med-
vednica. How would 
you present Medvedni-
ca to foreigners? 
My first childhood 
memories include trips 
to Sljeme. That green 
mountain is simply a 
part of us all. That’s why 
I like suggesting tourists 
visit Sljeme – especially 
those who are looking 

for a real-deal local expe-
rience. 

FOR A REAL-
DEAL LOCAL 
EXPERIENCE OF 
ZAGREB, 
ESPECIALLY IN 
THE SUMMER, I 
ALWAYS 
RECOMMEND 
TOURISTS VISIT 
SLJEME.
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Exploring Zagreb’s cityscape is like peeling off one layer after an-
other. Many are not obvious, like its courtyards – inner patios that 

snuggle between buildings. Although hidden, these spaces reveal Za-
greb as it really is. Peek in July 13–22 during the Courtyards (Dvoriš-
ta) festival, when seven Upper Town villas and palaces open the doors 
to their courtyards and patios with live music, food and heaps of fun.

TAKE A PEEK INTO ZAGREB’S 
HIDDEN COURTYARDS

1. Private Courtyard, Radićeva 54
The house was once home of es-
teemed Croatian author, dramatist 
and one of the founders of the Cro-
atian theater – Dimitrije Demeter 
(1811-1872), who wrote librettos for 
the first national operas – Love and 
Malice (Ljubav i zloba) and Porin 
by Vatroslav Lisinski. Check out the 
great view across the treetops to 
Opatovina and the Cathedral.

2. Škrlec-Balbi Palace,  
Demetrova 11
This two-winged palace from 
the 18th century has a unique 
water well in the middle, with a 
shingle-covered canopy. The old 
Zagreb townspeople used to call 
this townhouse Balbi’s Palace, after 
its last private owner, baroness 
Kornelija Balbi. Since 1952, it has 
been home to the Old Church 
Slavonic Institute, which collects 
and researches the treasures of the 
Croatian Glagolitic culture.

sical life in Zagreb. It was also home 
to Hedviga Ban, known as the great 
love of the famous Croatian compos-
er Vatroslav Lisinski (1819-1854), the 
author of the first Croatian opera, Love 
and Malice.

4. Erdödy-Drašković Palace,  
Opatička 29 / Demetrova 17
This beautiful four-wing palace was 
the childhood home of the first 
Croatian prima donna, the countess 
Sidonija Erdödy Rubido (1819-1884). 
Since 1947, the palace has housed the 
current National Archive, which safe-
guards valuable documents from the 
city and county’s past.

5. Gvozdanović Palace, Visoka 8
With its beautiful backyard cascading 
towards Tuškanac, this townhouse is 
one of the hidden gems of Zagreb’s 
Upper Town. In the early 20th century, 
it played host to numerous soirees, 
concerts, dances and garden parties, 
organized by the palace’s last private 
owner Anka Gvozdanović. Today it’s 
under the auspices of the Museum of 
Arts and Crafts; it opens to the public 
for this event only.

6. Tituš Brezovački School, 
Habdelićeva 1
Witness to many generations of Croa-
tian intellectuals – for over 350 years 
– this building also housed a cult club 
called Lapidarij, a nightlife hotspot 
back in the 1980s. The attractive atri-
um is hosting Courtyards for the first 
time this year.

7. Šuflaj House, Grič 2
Built in the 19th century to house 
the home of Antun Šuflaj, a physics 
professor, this freestanding L-shaped 
building later served as the first 
headquarters of Croatia’s Music Soci-
ety. The gorgeously verdant garden, 
accessed from the Grič park, is a new 
Courtyards location this year.

3. Private Courtyard , Opatička 19
The 18th-century wooden house 
was the birthplace of the great 
Croatian composer and cellist 
Rudolf Matz (born 1901), one of 
the most fervent initiators of mu-

Upper town
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Zagrebačka antropologinja zanesena 
kreativnim pisanjem. Pratite je na  

@travelhonestly.com

ANDREA PISAC

Honestly,  
play hot and cold

Let me entrust you with some local 
summer folklore, especially the 

eating and drinking rituals. Because 
soon you’ll hear a local warn you 
against mixing water with ice cream 
and you’ll dismiss it as nonsense. It 
may be illogical, even scientifically 
unfounded, but while you’re here, 
keep an open mind toward local 
beliefs. 

My favorite summer postulates 
involve strict rules about 

drinking water. It’s not only ice 
cream but fruit in general that make 
a dangerous combo with water. 
Fresh figs are the most notorious 
hydrophobes. Wash them down with 
only a few sips of water and you’ll end 
up with diarrhea. Allegedly, the only 
liquid you’re allowed is homemade 
brandy - rakija. I follow this axiom, 
although I suspect it has more to do 
with enjoying rakija than avoiding a 
metabolic mess. 

Next, no matter how sweltering a 
day, lunch should always start 

with a steaming bowl of soup. The 
logic of having hot liquids during 
hot weather stops there. Because 
after you wake up from an afternoon 
nap - and you need to take that ritual 
seriously - you are encouraged to 
enjoy icy cold drinks. Adults swear by 
beer and gemišt as the best summer 
refreshments. But kids are regularly 
warned that ‘only water can really 
quench your thirst’!
If that’s the case, you’ll never go 
thirsty in Zagreb. Just find an old wa-
ter pump and ‘drink from the source.’ 

Tip: The pumps are often painted, 
courtesy of the Pimp My Pump art col-
lective; the two centrally located ones 
are at Britanac and Zrinjevac squares.  

COOL
TURE
CROSSOVER 
FESTIVAL 
on July 31 blends 
diverse music genres, 
from gypsy tunes 
to jazz, in a unique 
setting: Ribnjak 
park. The festival’s 
biggest stars are the 
Smoove&Turrella DJ 
duo.  
#crossover 
festivalzagreb

THE NATIONAL 
a hugely popular 
indie band from the 
US, plays at Šalata 
on July 10. After their 
first concert here in 
2004, they make their 
way back to Zagreb 
with a Grammy for 
Best Alternative 
Music Album. 
#superuhofestival

MUSEUM 
OF BROKEN 
RELATIONSHIPS
a Zagreb favorite and 
the only museum 
with a branch 
in Hollywood, is 
always a good idea, 
especially in summer 
when it’s open until 
late. Last entry: 10pm. 
@brokenships.com

IRON MAIDEN 
the legendary heavy 
metal band, plays at 
Arena Zagreb on July 
24 as part of their 
global tour, Legacy 
of the Beast. Expect 
fire canons, a military 
aircraft replica, and 
more.  
@zagrebarena.hr

MORE INFO

Mixing art and 
tech in Ozalj

Only 60km south 
from Zagreb, the 
medieval Ozalj castle 
was home to the no-
ble families of Fran-
kopan and Zrinski. A walk through 
its refurbished interior reveals a rich 
and cultured history that featured 
the thriving literary scene of the 
17th century. Visit the close-by Mun-
jara, a 1908 electrical plant on the 
Kupa river, housed in an exquisite 
neo-Renaissance building.

Tip: Inside the 
castle, look out for 

the remarkable 
watercolors of 
Ozalj’s famous 

painter Slava Raškaj.

N

from Zagreb
90 min



THE MOST USEFUL CARD
With Zagreb Card, tourists get free transport and 
access to six attractions, plus ticket discounts for 
more than 80 locations. The daily card is 98KN, a 
three−day card is 135KN. A ride on the funicular is 
included. @zagrebcard.com

The best of Stross

Ban Jelačić 
square

Mesnička st.

Radićeva st.

Tomićeva st.

Known as Zagreb’s most romantic stretch, Strossmayer promenade is 
the oldest public walkway. Count Ignatz Gyulay initiated its construc-
tion in 1812, but it was the citizens’ charitable donations that ensured 
the completion. Today, benches and centenary chestnut trees line the 
promenade, making it one of the most idyllic hand-holding spots. But 
Stross, as it is fondly called, has its buzzy side too, especially during 
the Summer on Stross open-air festival. 
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1. Grič Park
This serene park at the western 
edge of Stross was recently 
reopened after a reconstructi-
on. Lined with towering plane 
trees and slightly off the main 
path, it’s a perfect respite 
spot. If you walk around the 
nearby archeological park, 
you’ll get a good sense of the 
age-old history of the Upper 
Town.  

4. Moho
Meteorologist 

Andrija 
Mohorovičić 

worked at the 
Croatian 

Meteorological 
Institute when he 

had his biggest 
a-ha moment.  
He discovered 

how and where 
earthquakes 

happen. It was in 
the layer with 

seismic waves, 
which is today 

named after 
Mohorovičić 

- Moho. 

2. Strossmartre
The name refers to the western 
stretch of Stross where 
Strossmartre festival takes 
place. At first it just hinted at the 
artsy flair of the event but now it 
stuck as a toponym, chiseled in 
the arch of the iron gate. 

3. Art Park
A fabulous art project sprung up 
in the once neglected corner of 
town. Every summer, street art 
pioneers turn the place into a 
hotbed of artsy events, 
workshops and performances. 
Don’t miss chilling here with a 
drink. 

Grič Tunnel
This underground stretch runs almost parallel to 

Stross. Enter through Mesnička street or Art Park 
and breathe in the eerie atmosphere of the 

former WW2 air-raid shelter. It’s a great hideout 
from sweltering summer heat. 

ENTRANCE

7. Lotrščak Tower
The only preserved tower from the 
medieval fortifications, Lotrščak is 
also the loudest clock in town. It 
houses the Grič cannon which fires 
every day at noon. The shot is 130 
dB loud so if you find yourself 
nearby, open your mouth to prevent 
your ears from getting plugged. The 
Grič cannon hasn’t skipped a day 
since 1877.

5. Vranyczany 
Plateau

A leafy stretch 
behind Lotrščak 

Tower is the kids’ 
favorite playground. 

And as of late, they 
have a permanent 

friend. The 
well-known statue 

called The Boy was 
moved here from 

Grič Park and now 
welcomes everyone 

with its stretc-
hed-out arms. 

6. Funicular The shortest cable railway in 
the world covers the distance of 66 meters and 
the height difference of 30.5 meters. It has 
been in operation since 1890, connecting the 
Lower with the Upper towns. The ride takes 64 
seconds and costs 4KN (0.5€).

11. Zakmardi Steps
Named after the founder of the Croatian 

State Archives, these impressive stone 
steps lead to Stross via Radićeva street. 

Pay attention to the remarkable 
lanterns, designed by Hugo Erlich. 

10. Gradec Plateau
At the eastern flank of 
Stross, Gradec plateau 
is the photographers’ 

sweet spot. The 
Zagreb Cathedral 

always turns up from 
this angle. Gradec 
plateau is a go-to 

summer spot, 
especially during 

open-air film 
screenings.

8. The vista
The statue of Croatian 

poet A.G. Matoš was 
erected on the spot with 
the best view of Zagreb. 

Since then, the trees 
have grown and the best 

vista shifted closer to the 
funicular. You won’t miss 

it; it’s where everyone 
has their cameras out.  

9. A.G. Matoš
Poet A.G. Matoš 
is the city’s most 
photographed 
statue. Created 
by Ivan Kožarić 
in 1978, he has 
enjoyed the best 
view of Zagreb 
ever since. Rarely 
alone, he’s a 
popular people 
magnet.



ZAGREB’S 300 WATCH OVER THE CITY

When summer rolls 
around, in come zuc-

chini of all shapes, colors 
and sizes. The healthy and 
versatile vegetable doesn’t 
have a distinct taste on its 
own – their magic comes 

Zucchini: 
perfect for 
filling

different kinds 
of meat, and 

ranging from 
mild to spicy 
variety. The 
classic way to 

prepare stuffed 
zucchini is with 

minced beef or 
pork and tomato sauce, 
sprinkled with cheese or 
cream right before they 
go into the oven. Wor-
ried it won’t be filling 
enough? Add rice. 
Bistro Fotić, stuffed zuc-
chini – 45KN, Kcal 220

TASTE OF ZAGREB

powered by 
Taste of Croatia

alive when 
mixed with 
other veggies. 
Toss chopped 
dill or po-
tatoes into 
cream soup 
or stew or mix 
cheese and herbs 
into diced zucchini to get 
crispy fritters. Larger 
zucchini is best stuffed 
and then baked, making 
a light and tasty summer 
meal. Options for stuffing 
are endless: from all-veg-
gie to crab, tuna fish and 

1033m

Nothing says as much about a city as its doors. Entries, windows, portals and 
passageways, each unlike the next – offer a new view to Zagreb. See most of 

them at once on the Vrata Zagreba Instagram profile. Wooden, steel, modern or 
retro, graffitied or all decked out – go open #vrata_zagreba_doors_of_zagreb

4am

LAST  
MINUTE

It’s not on Tkalčićeva but 
it’s still one of the best-
known bars of the city’s 
main promenade. Though 
not the oldest, Kožarska 
– the alley in which the 
bar hides – was one of the 
first in town. Melin is the 
epitome of summer gath-
erings, on its terraces and 
around the indoor bar, or 
wherever you find yourself 
a seat to enjoy a live gig or 
DJ set. Melin works all day 
long and closes at 2am or – 
when they kick you out.  
@melinbar

Zagreb’s taxi 
services have had 

call centers for over 
40 years already. 

Today, any taxi cab 
can be ordered via 

mobile apps. 

Ilica 11, across the street 
from Tomićeva, was 

once Zagreb’s first taxi 
stop. When they came 
about, taxis competed 
with the main transport 

at the time, baroque 
carriages called fijak-
eri. Today, thousands 
of cab drivers work 
for the biggest and 
oldest transporters, 
from Radio Taxi to 

the more recent 
Cammeo, Eko and 
Zebra, as well as 
the latest – Uber. 

THE STAR OF 
TKALČIĆEVA –  
ON KOŽARSKA
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They are the city’s pride – all 300 of them 
– or more precisely, 332. They watch over 
the city day and night, coming to the rescue 
whenever needed. Zagreb’s firefighters face 
around 3000 emergencies per year. Mostly, 
they put out fires, but they also rescue kittens 
from trees, if you ask them nicely. During the 
summer, when wildfires are common along 
the Croatian coast, they jump in. Last year, 
over 100 of them helped save Dalmatia from 
a major fire. 

They keep Zagreb safe 
and sound from their 
headquarters at Savska 1, 
where the fire department 
was established in 1910, 
and another four stations 
located across the city.

Every door has its story
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Bid au revoir, not farewell
Maksimir park is among Za-
greb’s most iconic spots. In 
the heat of the summer, it’s 
also the city’s coolest ha-
ven. Walk up to the Belve-
dere, a 19th-century garden 
building, and have a drink. 
Perched on a hill, take in 
the view to the myriad 
paths branching off in all 
directions. On weekends, 
expect DJ-spun music and 
film screenings. Expect to 
want to come back.

193
The fire department’s 
phone number is free of 
charge from any phone, 
including public 
telephone booths

Fire station Centar  
(Savska 1/3)

Fire station Žitnjak 
(Capraška 2)

Fire station Novi 
Zagreb (Radoslava 
Cimermana 84)

Fire station 
Jankomir 
(Jankomir 2)

Fire station 
Dubrava 
(Klin 19)


